Abstract. By cyclic torsion tests on thin walled tubular specimens the influence of a resulting strain increment per cycle on the plastic flow behaviour of Al99,5 and normalised QT-steel 42CrMo4 has been investigated. Thereby large shear amplitudes were chosen and the amount of forward and backward shear was varied. In both materials with increasing portion of backward shear a transition from cyclic hardening to cyclic softening was observed. It has been demonstrated that a certain ratio of forward and backward shear can cause a rise of the forming limit, which can exceed by far the value for monotonic deformation. The mechanical behaviour under cyclic incremental deformation is associated with certain substructure evolution. In dependency on deformation parameters especially the formation of dislocation cells and subgrains has been observed.
Introduction
Over the last years partial and incremental forming processes are gaining increasing interest in metal forming technology. They are capable to generate shapes from both bulk material and metal sheets by use of low mould storage tools and at low current forming forces. The final shape of a component is generated through a sequence of several small forming steps. Thereby every material segment is only temporary exposed to the interference of the forming tools and undergoes plastic deformation. Besides, plastification in opposite directions occurs. This causes material behaviour considerably different than under monotonic loading.
Cyclic tests on sheet metals are difficult to perform. Instabilities can occur, most likely during compression. The loading conditions are not easy to govern. Nevertheless, a variety of results for cyclic testing of sheets have been reported, e.g. performing tension-compression of layered sheet samples, tests on prestrained sheets or cyclic bending tests [1, 2] . For sheet metals a strong Bauschinger effect has been observed in form of early reyielding and permanent softening. The mechanical behaviour is particularly important for the occurence of springback and has been shown to be dependent on the prestrain, the strain amplitude and the mean strain [3] .
Due to difficulties in sheet metal testing, thinwalled tubes are often used to apply different loads. Most favorable is torsion, which does not change the specimen shape. This way, cyclic deformation behaviour was studied on a broad range of deformation paths, in order to investigate cyclic hardening behaviour, microstructure evolution and LFC performance, especially for building and verification of material models [4, 5, 6, 7] . Most of tests have been performed as symmetric tests or with constant mean strain, thus without strain increment.
In cyclic deformation, the elastic plastic transition area is passed through several times, so the evolution of yield surface is an essential tool to describe the material behaviour. The yield surface can undergo size and shape changes and displacements. This is dependent on loading conditions and deformation history and results from the development of materials anisotropy [8, 9, 10] .
The influence of various cyclic proportional and non proportional strain paths at strain amplitudes ε eq < 0.1 towards yield surface development has been investigated [10] . In the stationary state a characteristic boundary yield surface arose, which corresponded to the saturation stress amplitude. Inside this boundary surface a smaller, instantaneous surface oscillated, following the strain path and undergoing shape changes at the same time.
For the recent tests with incremental deformation at large strain amplitudes these two kinds of yield surfaces should evolve as well, with some special features. The aim of present investigations is to show how a cyclic incremental deformation path over a wide range of shear amplitudes can effect the mechanical hardening or softening behaviour and the resulting forming limit.
Experimental work
Torsion tests on thin walled tubes of normalised steel 42CrMo4 and common pure aluminium Al99,5 have been performed. The metal tubes had a gauge length of 10 mm, outer and inner diameter were 12.5 mm and 10 mm, respectively. To prevent buckling of the aluminium tubes a lubricated steel core was inserted. The torsion tests have been carried out on a torsion testing device which allows to deform in unlimited rotation angle and which is suited for a wide range of shear rates from quasistatic to highly dynamic ones. At one end the specimens were kept in a floating bearing, thereby free end torsion was provided. The cyclic torsion tests have been carried out at room temperature and with a constant shear rate of 0.07 s -1 . The deformation mode was cyclic torsion with different amplitudes of forward and backward shearing. This resulted in a shear increment per cycle. The deformation paths are defined by the forward shear strain amplitude γ + and the backward shear strain amplitude, γ -, as a portion of γ + . The values are given as total shear in table 1. Each deformation path was followed until fracture of the specimen. Resulting and accumulated shear were registered. The torque was measured by load cell and the rotating angle by an incremental optical device close to the gauge length of the specimen. From this data shear stress for idealplastic flow and shear strain have been calculated, respectively. shows the dependency of cyclic hardening or softening behaviour on the ratio of back deformation. Maximum stresses of all cyclic paths stay beyond the monotonic flow curve. Within few deformation cycles the cyclic hardening tends towards a saturation value and afterwards fracture occurs. With increasing ratio of backward shear strain the saturation value of maximum stress decreases. At certain back shear strain ratio a transition from cyclic hardening to cyclic softening occurs. With increasing forward shear strain amplitude the transition from cyclic hardening towards cyclic softening occurs already at smaller parts of backward shear strain. fig. 4 but for aluminium. The mechanical behaviour shows similarities to steel 42CrMo4 but at a lower flow stress level and with higher reachable shear strains. With increasing backward shear strain amplitudes cyclic hardening changes to cyclic softening. This transition occurs earlier for larger forward shear strain amplitudes. Unlike steel, the monotonic flow curve for aluminium does not follow some exponential law. The characteristics of maximum stress per cycle in case of cyclic hardening do not either. They exhibit rather a strong hardening at the beginning, merging into some kind of plateau and finally pass over to a secondary hardening before fracture occurs. Furthermore, aluminium starts with cyclic hardening in every case and after certain number of cycles softening may arise. In fig. 5 in case of 100 % back deformation this is not visible, but within first few cycles cyclic hardening occurs and then changes to cyclic softening. The explanation may be provided by the slip character. In the cubic face centered pure aluminium many slip systems may be active from the very beginning of deformation and very soon three dimensional Advanced Materials Research Vols. 6-8 419 dislocation structures are built which block each other. After some amount of plastic strain recovery processes noticeable superpose the hardening. This can cause cyclic softening or some plateau of maximum stress. The secondary hardening may be due to the formation of thin walled subgrains which refine the structure, as can be seen in fig. 13 . The dislocation density is assumed to increase due to increasing polarisation of dislocation structure, as described in [7] . For cyclic softening in aluminium this seems not to occur. Hardening characteristic. As mentioned in the introduction part, for cyclic deformation the development of two kinds of yield surfaces has been observed [10] . The presumption for the recent tests is, that for incremental deformation at large strain amplitudes these two kinds of yield surfaces will evolve as well. A stationary state like it is typical for symmetric cycling at small strain amplitudes normally does not arise at large shear with increments, as can be seen in figs. 4 and 5. So it is likely that both kinds of yield surfaces will change their size. Shape changes for both yield surfaces will occur as well. Furthermore, the bounding surface will displace not centrosymmetric to the stress axis, as indicated in fig. 6 . The determination of yield stresses is a critical subject and depends on the definition of a yield criterium. For the values in fig. 6 the first deviation from the elastic rising at a certain magnification was determined as the yield stress. It can be seen that reyielding already occurs at unloading. This is due to the evolution of a deformation induced anisotropy (Bauschinger effect). The measured yield stresses seem to be approximately constant during deformation, except for the very first (initial) value, A 0 , which is obviously higher. [-] forward yield stress backward yield stress maximum shear stress minimum shear stress Fig. 6 . Maxima, minima and yield stresses for cyclic incremental torsion of steel 42CrMo4; γ + = 0,24 and γ -= 56 % γ + Fig. 6 indicates that during the first deformation cycle the initial yield surface contracts. Afterwards it changes only slightly its size, dependent on the trend of maximum and minimum stresses. Moreover, investigations in the τ-σ plain have shown that shape changes of the yield surfaces are likely to occur [10] . In principle the changing of the subsequent yield locus at cyclic incremental deformation can be visualised as depicted in Fig. 7 . Yield surface evolution in the τ-σ plain after incremental torsion tests; the black dots mark the elastic-plastic transitions, letter B is used for maximum and minimum stresses, letter A marks the yield onset; reyielding can already occur during unloading According to the plastic deformation the subsequent yield locus moves in the τ-σ plain, the centre is shifted towards the respective previous straining direction. Dependent on the values of the shear strain amplitudes γ + and γ -the subsequent yield locus can expand or contract again with increasing number of cycles, showing cyclic hardening or softening, respectively. The shape evolution of boundary and instantaneous yields surfaces in dependence on the cyclic deformation parameters is not known yet. Thus, yield surface measurements in the τ-σ plain have to be carried out.
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Forming limit. For incremental forming processes the forming limit under cyclic loading is an important feature. Certain resulting shape changes by cyclic incremental deformation can imply an extensive amount of accumulated shear. Nevertheless, resulting shear strains similar or even higher than with monotonic deformation can be reached. Figs. 8 and 9 show plots of forming limits in the investigated range of forward and backward shear strain amplitudes. The backward shear strain portion γ -= 1 is equivalent to a symmetric torsion test without increment. The value for backward shear strain ratio γ -= 0 marks the monotonic torsion test. Between these two extremes a maximum of resulting shear strain occurs. This maximum depends on the ratio of forward and backward shear strain amplitudes. The data points are mapped with a fourth order polynomial surface fitting function. Cyclic deformation at small backward shear strain portions γ -results in similar shear behaviour like monotonic torsion, the resulting shear strain even can decrease somewhat for steel. In this case the plastic back deformation is not sufficient for the rearrangement of the lattice orientation and dislocation structure. With increasing γ -, a maximum of forming limit occurs and can even exceed the monotonic value. This indicates the activity of dynamic recovery processes. They allow the lattice and the defects to arrange in a new fashion and provide further formability. With further increasing γ -the resulting shear strain decreases. This is due to the smaller increments achieved with this shear paths. In contrast, the accumulated shear strain up to fracture increases exponentially with increasing γ -. So does the plastic work required to reach a certain resulting shear strain. Thus, figs. 8 and 9 hold only for the result of the incremental forming process, a remaining shape change. With increasing forward shear strain amplitude γ + the maxima of resulting shear strain are shifted towards larger portions of backward shear strain. At large γ + the substructure gets highly distorded and a large portion of shear strain into opposite direction is needed to overcome this distortion. Dislocation structure. The mechanical response to cyclic loading is closely related to the evolution of substructure. The following TEM pictures present dislocation structures in Al99,5 after cyclic incremental deformation with different parameters and at different stages of deformation. Regardless of intense cyclic deformation the microstructure exhibits relatively few dislocations. They are not distributed randomly but form certain structures. In weakly backward deformed specimens, dislocations form rather broad line structures. Figs. 12 and 13 show the evolution of substructure with accumulated shear strain. At the beginning, in this case after 5 deformation cycles, dislocation cells already exist. The cell walls are rather diffuse and inside the cells singular dislocations are visible, fig. 12 . After 60 deformation cycles and close to fracture of the specimen, almost no dislocations can be found. Instead of that, sharp bordered elongated subgrains appear, as can be seen in fig. 13 .
The observed dislocation structures correspond well to the mechanical behaviour and the graphs of forming limit in figs. 8 and 9. The maxima of forming limit occur at a certain amount of plastic backward deformation. In this case the dislocations arrange to form cells with high dislocation density in the cell walls and few dislocations inside. Dislocation cells appear within a few deformation cycles. Meanwhile the cyclic hardening weakens and a plateau of maximum stresses can be reached. Hardening due to new generated dislocations is compensated by mechanisms of dynamic recovery. During further deformation the dislocations cell walls get sharper and cells pass into subgrains. A fragmentation of original grains into smaller subgrains takes place. Finally the structure gets shattered and fine cracks merge. They are visible on the surface of the specimen.
In the ferritic regions of steel similar dislocation structures as presented for aluminium are observed. With increasing shear strain amplitudes dislocation cells get larger. At small portions of backward shear strain few cells appear and dislocations are rather diffusely arranged in broad lines.
With increasing back shear strain portion dislocation cells with sharp cell walls and low dislocation density inside emerge. These cells are very small in dimension, only a few hundred nanometers.
Conclusions
Cyclic torsion tests with large plastic shear strains have been performed. Forward and backward shear amplitudes were different, therefore an increment per cycle resulted. The mechanical behaviour depends on forward and in particular on backward shear strain amplitude and undergoes a transition from cyclic hardening to cyclic softening. Similarities and differences for the two investigated materials were pointed out. Certain combinations of forward and backward shear strain amplitudes leed to resulting shear strains equal or even higher than for monotonic torsion. This is due to processes of dynamic recovery. During cyclic deformation dislocations arrange to form cells and subsequent subgrains. Shape and dimension of these cells show certain influence of deformation parameters.
